How to construct data
centres at pace using
smart project
management

Despite the current economic conditions, the demand for more data centre capacity is
exponential and represents a continued growth industry opportunity for construction
companies. We have worked on data centre builds all over the world and here are some of the
common challenges that we’ve seen when it comes to delivering data centre projects
successfully.

The challenges of developing data centres

Data centre developments typically are fast track and highly complex as they feature a huge
amount of mechanical and electrical plant covering aspects of intensive electrical power supply
requirements, resilience and cooling.
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Once on site data centre projects move fast. The key driving force is to maintain momentum.
Projects typically take 12 -24 months to complete with a daily spend of half a million pounds or
more being commonplace. Delays, mistakes or a combination of the two can cost a lot of
money. So, the key challenge for data centre delivery is to create a balance between maintaining
momentum and minimising mistakes on site during delivery.

To achieve this balance, data centre project teams and clients must make sure that their project
is set up right from the start. What are the best systems, processes, structures and behaviours
to embed from the start so that your project runs on-site like clockwork? How can you have
access to accurate real-time data so that you can make the right decisions quickly?

As project planning & controls consultants, Laminar is usually brought into data centre projects
once they’re on site and things are going wrong. Here are some of the things that we believe
will help projects to be set up right from the start and enable projects to minimise delays,
achieve a better quality end building and reduce the chance of spiralling costs.

A lack of real planning from the outset – getting the basics right

Everyone thinks things are going fine until the M&E fit out begins and by then it is very difficult
to correct if off course. You must have the right planning, project set up, systems and processes
in place correctly from the start. Once you’re on site if all of these areas have not been
addressed correctly issues and problems will snowball quickly and their negative impacts are
easily amplified. Problems tend to be left up until a critical point rather than being addressed
from the start.

[ lam-uh-ner ] Lam·i·nar / Adjective /
A flow taking place along constant streamlines, without turbulence

Fast build demands can trap project teams in a reactive cycle

Data centre projects are notoriously fast builds generally spanning 12-24 months. But the drive
for speed can often come at the expense of other aspects of the project. The demand for speed
can easily overwhelm project teams trapping them in a cycle of reactive management. You can
help to mitigate the impacts of quickness by using real-time data and digitisation to your
advantage. With real time reports you set your fast track project up the right way to succeed.

As data centre projects move so fast, monthly updates are way too slow so problems can easily
fester over the course of a month and soon escalate. By using live information and real time
updates, clients and commercial directors have the latest information at their digital decision
making finger tips.

But one note of caution is that the quality of information that you get from real time data is
dependent on the quality of the information that is being provided by the site team. People on
site should know how to input and capture accurate data so that the information that is being
reviewed enables swift decision making. It needs to be made easy for them to do and it also
needs to help them do their jobs by giving them something back that makes their lives easier
and doesn’t become a rod for their own back.

For this reason, it is important to look at thing holistically to make sure that human behaviour is
not overlooked in such a way that the systems are not utilised. There must be clear processes
and procedures in place including clear commissioning plans and effective change management.
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Underestimating the scale of M&E management and commissioning

We all often underestimate the complexity of planning, installing and commissioning M&E
installations.

Data centre projects have such complex M&E plant that knowing how to optimise sequencing
and the impacts of particular decisions on other areas of the project when on site is key.
The key here is to develop a data set that maps systems to locations in order to have a
comprehensive understanding of which construction room ready milestones drive which system
commissioning milestones. This allows the right areas to be prioritised for construction to
achieve commissioning objectives, thus optimising deliver in such a way the months can be
saved off the schedule.

It is a lot of work up front but on projects where an excess of £500k a day is being spent the
savings can be significant.

Make the most of using the cloud to build the cloud

Data centres provide capacity for cloud and data services. So, data centre projects should use
the cloud as effectively as possible to build the next generation of cloud facilities.

To use the cloud effectively for data centre construction you should look to:
· maximise the use of data analytics and the latest construction management software to
improve the efficiency of your data centre project management e.g. shift from spreadsheets to
tools such as Power BI, Microsoft 365 and the Azure Cloud Platform. This enables a single
source of truth and easy access to the right information for everyone on the team.
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· develop a data asset by accumulating structured data from previous projects and the supply
chain to support delivery throughout the project lifecycle. This not only allows for accurate
benchmarking but also provides useful information on how to do things better in the future by
revealing systemic issues that aren’t necessarily obvious or intuitive. This a major tool that
manufacturers use to continuously improve.

Have clear roles and responsibilities for data

Historically project data has been the remit of the project controls and planning people in the
team but to make data work properly, the entire team needs to be involved because everything
is interlinked.

For fast moving construction projects such as data centres to be successful all contractors and
subcontractors must be on the same page. By having clear roles & responsibilities for project
data, decision makers can have confidence that their decisions are based on sound information
and data.

Each individual on the project should be made aware of their data role when they’re onboarded
onto the project including:
· understanding the aims and purpose of the data sets that they’re contributing to and what
decision making it will enable others on the project to do
· a clear outline of what they must do when it comes to data and which data sets they are
responsible for
· understanding why their role is important and how their inputs/outputs feed into the wider
project data and overall objectives.
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If this area of onboarding is overlooked, inaccurate data could be gathered or no data gathered
at all. The most common example is the programme/schedule (one of the most important data
sets) not being aligned with reality, not necessarily the fault of the planners but because the
project team has not been integrated effectively.

Scope all data sets from the start

With fast build projects having the right quantities and proper take offs (list of materials
required broken down to the work areas) allows you to plan your manpower, logistics and wider
resources correctly. Quality and handover data sets tell you if your project is really getting
completed. Safety data shows you how well managed your site is generally as well as how safe
it is. The list is endless but the low hanging fruit is easily picked.

For example, if you’re on a fast-track programme on site where you are building two floors
simultaneously and only have one crane on site, this could slow down progress as the crane may
not be able to deliver the materials to both floors fast enough. This can be predicted before it
becomes a problem simply by ensuring your logistics and programme information are tied
together. Just doing this could prevent a delay of many weeks which can translate to millions
for a hyperscale data centre.

When it comes to achieving successful data centre project delivery, the good news is that most
of the benefit can be achieved with simple processes using simple tools. As maturity develops
then tools and methods can be improved over time. It doesn’t have to be complicated. It just has
to work.
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Our top takeaways on how to build data centres at pace

1.

Maintain momentum by ensuring you have a realistic program with buy-in from the start

2.

Make the right decisions at the right time with quality, real-time reports

3.

Don't underestimate the complexity of M&E installation and commissioning

4.

Use the cloud to help you build the cloud by developing a data asset

5.

Ensure you know what data sets will be required and have clear roles/responsibilities for

the use of data across the project
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